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I performed several computer simulations to better understand the dynamical evolution of 

primordial solar systems consisting of the giant planets on compact orbital configurations 

embedded in massive/massless planetesimal disks. Special emphasis was given to the formation 

and evolution of terrestrial planets in those systems during the H24 calendar year.  

The three main research topics covered in this project (which took the last 3 years, but now 

completed) -- 1. Small body dynamics; 2. Early solar system evolution; 3. Planet formation and 

global evolution -- represent an unprecedented comprehensive work done on the dynamics of 

the asteroid belt, Kuiper belt, and planet formation during the early solar system using massive 

planetesimal disks with and without self-gravity. In particular, all simulations of dynamical 

evolution of planets and small bodies in massive planetesimal disks with and without 

self-gravity are complete, and covers the outcomes for systems that supposedly contained the 

four giant planets and one or a few planetary bodies in the outer solar system. In some cases, 

the terrestrial planets and both the asteroid and Kuiper belts were taken into account in the 

simulations. Finally, all simulations of embryos/planetesimal disks intended to analyze the 

formation of terrestrial planets are also complete. 

Because the volume of data is substantial, I anticipate that the main results from these 

simulations will be summarized in a number of publications in international refereed journals 

and conferences over the next two years. Because the work done in H24 partially covered 

continuation of simulations of H23, some contents of this report are similar to that submitted 

last year. However, some results on terrestrial planet formation are summarized below. 

We found that Venus and Earth analogs were successfully formed in several runs and the orbits 

of planetesimals beyond ~1.5-2 AU were dynamically depleted by sweeping secular resonances 

associated with the giant planets. However, this depletion did not prevent the formation of too 

massive Mars analogs. Alternatively, even when such massive Mars analogs are removed by 

late MMR crossings, the Venus and Earth analogs acquire too excited eccentricities. We 

conclude that the orbital migration and the crossing of mutual 1:2 MMR of Jupiter and Saturn 

are unable to provide suitable orbital conditions for the formation of solar system terrestrial 

planets. This suggests that the outer asteroid belt suffered a more severe depletion before or 

during early stages of terrestrial planet formation. Nevertheless, further new detailed results 

will be presented at a later date, since I am still analyzing the data of superhigh-resolution 

simulations on the same topic performed during H24. 


